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Porches and Plants of Ghent is a  
collection of outstanding natural scenery 
that epitomizes the essence of this notable 
area. The District includes the neighborhoods 
of:  Ghent, West and East Ghent, and Ghent 
Square in Norfolk, Va. and is recognized on 
the National Registry of Historic Places. The 
historic district encompasses 184 contributing 
buildings and an additional residential 
section of Norfolk. Within its boundaries 
are noteworthy examples of Queen Anne, 
Colonial, and Tudor Revival styles.

In 2018, The American Planning Association 
(APA) named Ghent one of “The Five Great 
Neighborhoods” on its annual “Great Places 
in America List”. The program recognizes 
streets, neighborhoods, and public spaces 
that show character, quality, and planning 
to enrich the community. The APA release 
stated, “Ghent was laid out in a grid pattern 
with an emphasis on broad tree lined  
avenues, large areas of green space, and 
a series of water front arches…”

Years of burgeoning garden growth-in 
an environment that honors nature and 
community, have rewarded Ghent with an 
outstanding display of natural beauty and 
unending majesty. The area offers a wealth 
of enjoyment viewing its many types of  
architectural porch structures and its  
expansive array of healthy, vibrant plant life.

www.cathyeganmoinester.com



INTRODUCTION

The subject amused me and gave me purpose for my 
morning walks around my new home address.

Wherever my heart took me - there I was.

It was overwhelming how amazingly beautiful every 
street turned out to be and in May 2018 - the fullness 
of bloom could not be expressed.

It was as if the flowers, yard bushes and trees were 
screaming, “We’re here in all our glory – notice us!” 
which all too often folks bypassed as they hurried to all 
the important things they had to attend to. How sad I 
thought. All this and all alone.

Then this idea blasted into me - Porches and Plants.  I 
hadn’t actually realized how often while walking I would 
remark on the housing structures in Ghent, particularly 
the porches - a commodity we find less and less of -  
actually removed from modern construction.

Porches, those we played on as kids, sat on in rocking 
chairs when our legs barely scraped the floor, shared 
coffee on with friends and neighbors as we grew up, 
and met our beaus on for prom night.

I happen to love them (porches) and they signify  
community and connection for me in a world that too 
often bypasses the importance of the personal to  
the human psyche.

And here in Ghent, the abundance of them, the styles, 
the intrinsic part they play in the houses of old that fill 
the neighborhoods, well, I just had to include them in 
this project, right?

The plants - all of them are too glorious to describe. 

Fred Heutte Center, 1000 Botetourt Gardens
Norfolk, VA 23507

See back for story



All over, everywhere they cover the 
grounds, alleyways, roadway edges, 
trellises on homes, you name it. . . 
Ghent’s got it. Well, I must say I’ve  
included a few photos of Norfolk, 
couldn’t resist!

Even these fuzzy wuzzy trees that  
appear other-worldly (see photo at  
the end), reside in Ghent park  
grounds. I could go on but I  
sincerely believe seeing is what  
captures the believer.

I hope you find this publication of  
interest, and the news included  
will bring it to life in a big way. All  
photos are mine, and like most of the 
porches and much of Ghent, they  
remain in the vernacular-original- 
untouched, as my camera and  
my eye found them.

            Cathy 





































And we come to the end of the road/ 
sidewalk.

I hope you have enjoyed the views and 
will come visit Ghent to see the sights 
for yourself!



THE FRED HEUTTE CENTER IN NORFOLK – NAMED FOR THE 
CITY’S FIRST PARKS DIRECTOR

The building – formerly a ferry terminal building on the City’s waterfront – now sits in the middle of 
Ghent Square.  The center grounds feature an arboretum and four different gardens: perennial, 
English herb, heirloom vegetable and water.  Fred Heutte, was the City’s first Parks Director.  He began 
work in 1936 and served in this role for decades. One of his first efforts was planting live oak seed-
lings  in Lafayette, Norfolk’s main park. When the demand for the seedlings became so great, he 
gathered acorns in Ocean View and started the City’s own live oak nursery.



Edward E. Gross Heirloom Gardens

A community project whose proceeds are  
donated to the Norfolk Food Bank on  
Tidewater Drive. All plants (over 1,000 per 
year) are grown on mushroom compost  
soil; all natural, no pesticides. Harvest  
occurs April through the winter months,  
leaving January through the April start-up  
fallow so the ground can replenish itself.  
Garden plotting uses the square-foot  
model currently popular with more and  
more locations employing its methods for 
 natural, full-growth vegetables.

One of Mr. Heutte’s favorite trees was the crepe myrtle, used in the 1937 campaign to beautify  
Ballentine Boulevard. Other streets followed the example, and by the 1950’s yearly more than 1,000 
crepe myrtles were being planted. Heutte, was born in France in 1899 and died in 1979. He believed  
in the influence of parks to make us better people. 

“Fuzzy-wuzzy” Pink Smoke Trees in springtime.
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To see more of Cathy’s work, visit:  
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Her wide ranging background and hands-on experience is enhanced through direct contact with 
communities and cultures worldwide. Travelling as a hobby and for spiritual investigation is a major 
interest of Cathy’s and she continues to supplement her knowledge and understanding by visiting 
multiple locations throughout the U.S. and overseas.

She is supported in these activities by her  
devoted assistant,  The Big Dew; a rescued  
orange tabby cat who is a constant inspiration 
unless he is pursuing his own Life’s purpose –
napping.




